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Some helpful vocabulary: 

Bibliography:  a list of books which includes the title, author and publishing information. 

Call Number:  Tells you where the book is located on the shelves in the library 

Cite (Citation): to quote (a passage, book, author, etc.), especially as an authority: to mention in support,  proof, or 

 confirmation; refer to as an example.  A citation is a quotation from or reference to a book, paper, or author, 

 especially in a scholarly work. You give credit to the source of the information when you cite it 

Database:  an electronic filing system used to manage a great deal of information, or a large collection of items. 

 Traditional databases are organized by fields, records, and files. A field is a single piece of Information; a 

 record is one complete set of fields.  (from Webopedia :  http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/D/database.html  ) 

Dewey Decimal System:  the most widely used method for classifying books in the library. It is based on  general 

 knowledge categories. The children’s and Young adult books in the ERL are organized using this system.  

Download:  transfer or import an article from the database or internet site onto your computer or device. 

Fiction: a made-up story written by an author who can be named.  This is different from Folklore, which  includes 

 stories handed down over time, where we do not know who the author might be for sure. 

Full Text:  when retrieving an article online, you will be able to read the entire document if “full text” is  provided. 

Library Catalog: a listing of all of the items owned and held within a library.  It functions like a database, 

 and can be searched in many ways. You can tell where to find the book (the call number) and if it is 

 available for you to borrow.  

Library of Congress Catalog system:  Library organization system used by most research and academic  libraries in 

 the U.S.. Often it works better for large libraries and scholarly works because if can be  more specific. 

Quote:  To quote someone or something is to repeat what was said or written by another, and you should  always 

 give them give them credit for it.  For example:   John F. Kennedy said, “Ask not what your country 

 can do for you, ask what you can do for your country.” 

Pdf.: Portable Document Format (PDF) is a file format used to present and share documents reliably, 

 independent of software, hardware, or operating system. 

Peer Reviewed/Scholarly: articles have been reviewed by scholars/professionals, or have been included in a journal 

 or book that has been edited by scholars and professionals. Simple articles in the  newspaper or in popular 

 magazines are not often scholarly, although they may quote or refer to scholarly work. 

References or Reference List – a list of books and articles, or sources of information that were consulted or quoted 

 in the article/book you are reading. These are often found at the end of the article/book. 

Subject Headings: words that describe the subject or topics covered in a book –are chosen by the Library of 

 Congress, and used by all libraries so that they are consistent. 
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How the ERL collections are organized:   All items written or created for children or young adults are 

organized using the Dewey Decimal System. Works of fiction will have call numbers like these: 

F DES –chapter books or novels. F stands for fiction (made up story); the letters are the first 3 letters of 

 the author’s last name (surname). Books are arranged in alphabetical order by the names of the 

 authors.  Example:  a fiction novel by Sarah Dessen will have the call number F/DES 

E Hen –picture storybooks, board books or easy readers.  E stands for the word Easy or Everybody -  the 

 first 3 letters of the author’s last name (surname). These are works of fiction. Books are arranged in 

 alphabetical order by the names of the authors. Ex: a picture storybook by Kevin Henkes will 

 have the call number E/HEN. 

B BUS – B stands for biography, a true story about a real person, and the three letters are the first 3 letters 

 of the name of the person who the book is about.  Biographies are arranged in alphabetical order by 

 the name of the person the book is about. Ex: A biography about George Bush will have the 

 call number B/BUS 

Informational books or true books on topics such as science, religion, history, sports, etc., will have Dewey 

Decimal numbers which organize them into areas by subject. There are special places for poetry, folklore, 

graphic novels, and edited collections as well. The number tells which section in the library, and the 3 

letters are usually the first three letters of the name of the author.   Here are some examples:  

 294.6 Dha - Amritsar by Beryl Dhanjal. (the book is about Sikhism) 
 

 398.253 Kim – The Tale of Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves: a story of the Arabian Nights.            

(retold and illustrated by Eric Kimmel. 
 

 796.3 Mor - Soccer : from Beckham to Zidane by  Christopher Morris. 

Call numbers for professional books in the ERL or materials found at Kresge Library will have 

Library of Congress Call Numbers. These are longer numbers and follow a very different scheme. 

LC call numbers are first arranged alphabetically, according to the letter or letters at the beginning of the 

call number, which correspond to the subject matter of the item. Example: Call numbers beginning with P 

are followed by PA, PB, PC, etc.  Within the alphabetical section, books are arranged by the number(s) that 

follow. Notice that these numbers are regarded as whole numbers. For instance, PS 1200 comes after PS 

345. The next lines are alphabetic, then numeric as a decimal. The numerical part of this section is a 

decimal number, not a whole number.  

 

 Starting strong: evidence-based early literacy practices by Katrin Blamey and Katherine Beauchat.

         LB 1139.5 .L35 B53 2016  (L at the beginning puts the book in the subject of education) 
 

 Theory and practice of group counseling by Gerald Corey. 

         BF 637 .C6 C576 2008  (B implies the subjects Philosophy,Psychology, Religion) 

 

*To know more about Library of Congress Call numbers;   http://library.buffalo.edu/help/instructional/loc.html 
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Here is an example of a record for a book in the library catalog: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Link to a tour and map of the ERL:  https://www.oakland.edu/erl/about/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Call number 

Fields 

Catalog Record for a book 

Subject 
headings 

A keyword anywhere search looks for your term(s) in many fields at one time, even in the notes about the book. 
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Getting Stated With your Inquiry Project 

Once you decide what your inquiry project will be, think about what types of books or articles you will 

need to get information.  Ask yourself questions like these: 

 What topic, strategy, or practice do I want to know more about?  

 

 

 Do I need to observe a teacher and ask about her practice/strategies, before I research further? 

 

 

 What search terms might be in the title or description of this book or article?  What words will I use 

to search for information? 

 

 

 

 Where did I first learn about this topic? Can I look at that article of book to help me get started? Can 

I check the bibliography or references to find other books and articles on this topic? 

 

 

 Can I narrow by focus to make my topic more specific – not too wide-ranging?  

 

 

 What materials will I need to complete my project?  

o  Do I need children’s books?   

o Do I need scholarly articles and research?  

o Do I need professional books that explain or demonstrate how to perform this practice? 
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Working through a sample inquiry search: 

Search phrase: - what I want to know more about is “guided reading” as the teachers are using it in the 

elementary classrooms. 

 

1. Search the library catalog for books about GUIDED READING in the ERL Professional Collection. 

 

 

 

 

2.  Look at my results – I see some sets of books for use with students and also some professional books. 

 

 

 

 

3.  Broaden my search to include Kresge Library, to see if there are more books that I might use. 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  Brief demo: Look for scholarly articles about GUIDED READING using Kresge Library databases. 

  (Amanda will go over this type of search with you at your Kresge Library session) 
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